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Noted ecologist says Georgia must clean up its act
pollution, and inadequate natural
resource management is extensive,
News Editor
it is reversible using current technolGeorgia's environment has ogy. "[Politicians] talk about cleanchanged drastically over the past 50 ing up the damage done by things
years, but not necessarily for the such as acid rain, but they don't tell
better, said ecologist Dr. Eugene us it can be prevented," he said.
Odom cited treatment of coal to
Odom at Georgia Southern College's
remove
its acidic components as a
Conference Center last Monday.
method
of
preventing acid rain. "The
And although the damage done by
sulfur
and
nitrogen removed from
poor farming techniques, industrial

by Jim Christian

the coal can even be used as fertilizer
for crops," he said.
Through a series of slides, Odom
demonstrated how Georgia's rural
counties went from primarily farm
land with proportionately less area
occupied by forest in the 1930s, to a
reverse situation in the 1980s.
He blamed poor topsoil conservation encouraged by the stresses of
tenant farming for much of the land

becoming useless for planting. Thus,
the land was abandoned, allowing
forests to become established.
To prevent this situation from recurring, Odom said that conserving
the nutrient rich topsoil is imperative. "No-till farming is one solution
that appears very promising," he
said.
Tilling, or plowing, exposes top soil
allowing it to dry out and either blow

H-coming
plans in
the works

Statesboro would be
central campus for 15K
by Cathy McNamara

News Editor

November 10

Battle of the Bands, evening,
Williams Center
November 11- Homecoming
Parade, 3 p.m.
Class of 1968 reunion, 7 p.m.,
Conference Center
Black Alumni Reception, 7
p.m., Conference Center
1932-1942 class reunion, 7
p.m., Forest Heights CC
Eaglefest, 7 p.m., Hanner
Fieldhouse

November 12

Phi Delta Kappa breakfast, 7
a.m.
Spirit Run (1 mile and 5K),
8:30 a.m.
Lettermen's Board of Directors, 9:30 a.m., Holiday Inn
Alumni Soccer Game, 10 a.m.,
soccer field
Alumni Awards Brunch, 11
a.m., Conference Center
GSC vs. Samford University,
1 p.m., Paulson Stadium
1950-60 class reunion, 4 p.m.,
Conference Center
Lettermen's Banquet, 8 p.m.,
Holiday Inn

and streams.
University of Georgia Professor
Emeritus Odom is considered by his
peers the most influential scientist in
his field, having claimed numerous
awards, including the Crawford
Prize, for his work in salt marsh
ecology. The Crawford is regarded
as the equivalent of the Nobel Prize
for ecologists since no Nobel is
awarded in the discipline.

Proposal 'probable'

by Jim Christian

It may be only the beginning
of October, but plans for Homecoming '88 are already well
underway.
And keeping with tradition,
the Nov. 10-12 event will overflow with longstanding events.
According to Assistant Dean
of Students for Special Programs Jane Thompson, events
on tap so far are the Eaglefest
pep rally, the Homecoming parade, a battle of the bands, and,
of course, the GSC-Samford
football game.
In addition, several alumni
functions have also been organized. Included are the Biology
Alumnus of the Year lecture,
Alumni Awards Brunch, past
alumni presidents lunch, black
alumni reception, Lettermen's
banquet, and several class reunions.
Times of events scheduled so
far are:

or wash away in wind or rain, rendering land useless for farming. Odom
said that research he has done shows
crops can be raised effectively without plowing.
In this way, topsoil is conserved by
keeping it under a canopy of natural
vegetation, he said. Additionally,
this method prevents rain from
washing away fertilizers, eliminating to some extent pollution of lakes

Editor
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In a conference with student
leaders Monday on the issue of
regional university status for GSC,

President Henry said. "What we
need is money and authority—one
of those two is the answerto solving

any problem.
Stanley)

(Photo: Matt

Roadrunners scour Southeast
by Clint Rushing

Staff Writer

There are many reasons why
GSC's enrollment has grown so rapidly over the past three years. Most
people attribute the fact to the
availability of high quality education, while others say it is because of
the success of the sports programs.
Most people do not realize a large
percentage of students are here because they were "recruited" by the
GSC admissions department.
The GSC Admissions Department
employs people known in the business of student recruiting as "roadrunners." Most people think of that
skinny bird on Saturday morning
cartoons when the word roadrunner
is mentioned. Well, the roadrunners
at GSC do rush up and down highways, but instead being chased they
do the chasing.
The roadrunners travel from city
to city, county to county, even state to
state in search of talented, ambitious
high school juniors and seniors
whom they hope to persuade to enroll.
at GSC.

Often the day begins at 7 a.m. for
these dedicated recruiters of youth.
They travel to the targeted high
school to set up their display and go
to work answering questions about
GSC and distributing pamphlets
about college life at GSC. It is their
job to make GSC appealing enough
for the high school students to encourage them to find out more about
the college.
The idea behind the recruiting job
is no longer simply mailing a brochure or catalog to a potential student; these roadrunners are pressing
the flesh, on the road for weeks at a
time, travelling to sometimes as
many as five high schools in one day.
After visiting high schools, the day
still is not over for the roadrunners;
the roadrunners then head to the
closest shopping mall to set up a
display for shoppers. The idea is to
reach as many potential students as
possible.
Recruiters are almost like salesmen; the only difference is recruiters
profit only from serving the college. A
recruiter has to have the right technique, sales pitch, and hit home with

INSIDE TODAY
The art of ikebana at Japanfest
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The Dukakis choice
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Waiting for a decision from the
Georgia Board of Regents, GSC
President Nicholas Henry said the
regional university proposal to
merge five institutions, including
GSC, was heading in a positive direction.
An idea first conceived as "sufficiently improbable," according to
Henry, is now being construed as
probable to the BOR.
Unlike former GSC President Dale
Lick's plan for the college to become
an independent university in 1982,
the newly proposed plan was created
with the idea that a regional university will better serve the Southeast
region of the state. The 1982 plan
was turned down by the BOR for not
being in the state's best interests.
"We're creating a coherent university that has an immediate service
area half the size of South Carolina,"
said Henry. "And, we have the region
united on this plan. We're also in
close cooperation with Savannah
State."
If approved by the BOR, "We will
become the third largest institution
in the state with 15,000 students and
750 faculty," said Henry. "If we won
another football championship, this
place would be 20,000."
According to the proposal, GSC
will serve as the central campus with
one president while the satellite
campuses of Armstrong State, Brunswick, East Georgia and the Skida-

a solid, informative view of the institution. The sales pitch can make or
breakitfor the recruiters. They must
be aggressive in order to reach the
prospective students.
Assistant Director of Admissions
Sally Powell said, "There are four
travelling recruiters working for the
GSC admissions program. One person recruits entirely from Florida,
another from southeast Georgia, the
third from middle Georgia, and the
fourth from 50 targeted minority
schools and the Atlanta City School
System."
"We try to reach our market share
of the students through contact with
as many college bound students as by Cathy McNamara
Editor
possible," she said.
Powell added that GSC recruits
Mike Deal, former associate regismost students from the Atlanta
trar,
has been appointed acting regmetropolitan area and from southistrar
for the 1988-89 year.
east Georgia. "Those are our two
Replacing
Scott MacLachlan, who
biggest markets for students," she
left
GSC
to
pursue
a career at Palm
said.
Beach
Community
College in FlorSo it is obvious that GSC has an
ida,
Deal
will
serve
as head of the
active recruiting and admissions
registrar's
office
until
a permanent
department. Recruiting for the colregistrar
can
be
appointed.
lege is a person-to-person game akin
"There will be a search for a registo those politicians and salesmen
trar
beginning winter quarter and
play.
into spring quarter ofnext year," said
Deal, whohasbeenemployedby GSC
for six years.
As acting registrar, Deal said,
"We're
going to try to be able to conNEWS
2,3
tinue providing good services to stuEDITORIALS
4,5
dents and the faculty such as institu6,7
FEATURES
tional research and providing statis8,9
SPORTS
tical information."
In addition, the registrar's office
COMICS
10
heads the annual graduation servTo Place an Ad, Call 681-5418
ices for the college.

way Island Institute of Oceanography would each hold provosts.
"Each institution will retain their
current administration—no one
would lose a job in this proposal—but
once a person left his position, we'd
reduce either the cost or significance
of that position," said Henry. "It's a
cost-effective proposal which will
save about $1.5 million for the state
of Georgia."
In addition, GSC would control
"the unitary budget" suggested by
the plan.
Under the proposal the president
of the university would make monetary decisions in cooperation with
each provost and an advisory or executive council.
Under the five-year plan, resubmitted September 6 upon request of
the BOR as a $12 million plan instead of $18 million, "a half a dozen
master's degrees and doctoral programs in education and marine science" will be offered.
Henry said it is possible the BOR
will ask the college lessen the expense of the current $12 million dollar proposal. The $6 million cut from
the first plan eliminated additional
doctoral programs and reduced the
budget in other areas.
If forced to cut costs again, Henry
said the doctoral programs would be
retained.

See Henry, page 10

Deal is Acting Registrar

Acting Registrar Mike Deal.
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Japanfest' brings ancient culture

Gi<Z News Service

Japanfest, a month long look at the
cultures, customs, and traditions of
Japan, will be highlighted by a series
' of free events at the GSC Museum
running Oct. 2-30.
\ The art of ikebana, Japanese
7fl.<fwer arranging, will be demonstrated Oct. 2 at 3 p.m. by Mrs.
Kimiko Dekle in the museum's lee-

ROTCs earn
their wings
at camp

ture hall. Ikebana is an ancient art in how he creates his highly-sought
Japan that encompasses form and works.
balance to achieve a particular stateDekle returns Oct. 16 at 3 p.m. to
ment.
show the art of origami—paper foldDekle is a native of Japan who has ingto create colorful animals, human
resided in the United States since shapes, and geometric designs—in
1972.
the museum lecture hall.
One of Japan's leading craftsmen,
The final event of the month is an
potter Soei Obiya, will visit the Oct. 25 Chamber of Commercemuseum at 7 p.m. Oct 13 in the hosted Business after Hours with the
museum lecture hall for a session on Japanese Consul General of Atlanta,

Kietaro Sato, as the special guest.
This event is open only to Chamber
members and guests and Museum
members and guests.
A standing exhibit on Japan is
open all month, Tuesdays through
Fridays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
weekends from 2 to 5 p.m. The exhibit includes prints, photographs, a
ceremonial kimono gown, handmade kites and a variety of artwork.

Kimiko Dekle is seen presenting the art of oragami—Japanese paper
folding. (Special photo)

IPFrames
Unlimited
custom framing* fine art

by Jim Christian
News Editor

Twenty-five GSC Army ROTC
members participated in a six week
training camp at Camp Warrior, Fort
Riley, Kan., this summer, all earning
a Gold Second Lieutenant's Bar for
outstanding achievement.
To earn the bar, each member was
required to successfully complete a
training and evaluation program,
including such areas as leadership,
physical fitness, land navigation,
rifle marksmanship, and tactics,
said ROTC 2nd Lt. Andrew Irwin.
Irwin also added that 60 percent of
GSC's candidates finished in the top
third of their platoons, "some of the
best results in the nation."
GSC winners include Anthony
Abbott, Paul Abbott, Cathleen M.
Boughner, Sharon L. Brown, Vincent
E. Buggs, Christopher Cantrell,
Renee V. Chatman, John B. Curry,
Jr., Marty H. Damask, and Karl M.
H. Delvin.
Also, Anthony Shepard, Tammy
Wade, Tyron Woodard, Thomas L.
Evans, Joel D. Jackson, Neville R.
Jordan, Maurice C. Lee, Russell A.
Looney, Kevin R. Rice, Alison G.
Robb, and Ronald L. Robertson.
And, Cheryl L. Robinson, Robert E.
Scaggs, Michael Shoaff, and Joseph
Walsh.

CUSTOM FRAMING
POSTERS • PHOTOFRAMES
Large Selection of Gifts Under $10
» Personalization* GSC Novelties
10% OFF WITH STUDENT I.D.
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208 South Main St.
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STATESBORO FLORAL AND

GIFT SHOP

Sweetheart ^jRoses -<$IO°° ^Dozen
^Mibunches - c$47
HicMoons • Staffed Sfaimals •cWe cWire jflavoers Jflnuvohere
As construction continues on the
new College Bookstore, it
becomes more and more clear as

to what the finished product will surely have more character than
actually look like. Although one the Landrum Center it adjoins, with
thing is certain: this building will its pitched roof.

Compiled from Staff Reports

421 FAIR ROAD, STATESBORO.
■ir-'-f r-i.-iiiVihi.'iMj v

NOMINATIONS FOB WHO'S
WHO Among Students in American
Colleges and Universities are accepted through today. Any member
of the faculty, staff or student body
may nominate students who meet
the following requirements: minimum 2.80 GPA; campus leadership
and service; outstanding achievement in athletics, debate, music, art,
or literature; and Junior or Senior
status. Nominating forms may be
obtained from Dr. David Stone, Dept.
of Mathematics and Computer Science and should be returned to him
at LB 8093.
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FREE
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Buy one foot long club and get a second for just $1.00 j
Limit one coupon per customer per visit
Expires Oct31st

BjaJ A Member of The Charter Medical Corporation of Quality Health Care Facilities
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Faculty recital series set to kick-off tonight
GSC News Service

The first in a series of 12 faculty
performances for the 1988-89 academic year begins Oct. 6 with a Faculty Showcase Recital at 8 p.m. in the
Foy Auditorium.
The program begins with Joseph
Robbins, bass, and Susan Thomson,

piano, performing Der Erlkonig by
Schubert. William Schmid, trumpet,
and Michael Braz, piano, will play
Bozza's Caprice.
David Evans, clarinet, and Susan
Thomson, piano, will offer Bonneau's
Suite pour Clarinet et Piano: Improvisation, Danse de demons,
Plainte, and Espieglerie.

The Empire Trio, Clifford Clark on
violin, Douglas Graves on cello, and
Natalia da Roza on piano, will perform Trio Sonata for Violin, Cello,
and Piano by Loeillet.
Soprano Rosephanye Dunn Powell
and pianist Michael Braz will perform The Mermaid's Song by Haydn,

Shape Up for
School.

Ou ir-je me plaindre? and D'ou venez
vous, fillette? by Canteloupe.
Admission to all faculty performances is free and open to the public.
Succeeding faculty performances
will be Oct. 11 and 27, Jan. 6 and 17,
Feb. 10,16, and 21, March 12, April
25, and May 4 and 16.

Start a new curriculum of exercise this fall
with Reebok Club Classic™
for men. Our durable
shoes come in
reinforced
garment
leather for
comfort and
support.

SGA Speaks
by Joe Hayes
Executive VP

• \

«•*

by Joe Hayes
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SGA Executive Vice-president

Fellow students, the SGA is preparing for an exciting new year. First
off, we are looking for personnel. A
student with advanced communication skills is needed as our Publicity
Coordinator. This position pays
$3.35 an hour for five-10 hours a
week. This person will have the satisfaction of serving the student body
and earning a few bucks.
Fifty dollars. If this interests you,
then draw the SGA a new logo. We
need a simple emblem which does not
use the school eagle and is totally
original. The prize is a $15 gift certificate from the Landrum Book Store
and $35 cash. Stop by our office on
the second floor of the Williams
Center for more information.
The executive officers have been
trying to organize a Homecoming
party—a party which would allow
students over 21 to drink beer and/or
wine. Well, this is not possible. If any
of you out there still would like a
party after the Homecoming game,
then let us know at 681 -5631 .after 11.
a.m.
Last Spring, bicycles were a hot
project of ours, but this also was
shelved. We had plans to make abandoned bikes available to students
who need transportation around
campus. However, the University
System of Georgia said the school
would be liable for any injury incurred while riding these bikes. We
will try to resurrect this plan in a
different form.

DISCOVER, AMERICAN EXPRESS

Dr. John Humma. center, accepts the Ruffin Award from Arts and Sciences Dean Warren Jones, left.
and David Ruffin, right. (Special photo)

Humma awarded Ruffin Cup
GSC News Service

GSC English professor Dr. John
Humma was awarded the 1988-89
Ruffin cup as a teacher/scholar with
at least ten years of service to GSC
who exemplifies the goals of the
School of Arts and Sciences and excels in teaching and services to students, in scholarship, and in contributions to the spirit of liberal arts.
The award was established in 1982

by Professor Emeritus of English to enhance his teaching and scholar^
David Ruffin.
ship through travel, equipment, or
Humma, who has taught at GSQ other means.
.sin^„^9J9».earned ...his MA. and
. Ph,D.,fromSouthern,Illinois University: He is the author of numerous
short'stories and poems, including a
short story selected by a national
literary magazine as one of the best
in 1976.
Humma's name will be engraved
on the cup which he will keep for one
year. He will also receive a small
replica of the cup and a $1,000 award

Georgia Avenue
Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M. - 6 P.M.' • Sat. 8 A.M. - 5 P.M.

,
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681-2316

Tanning $2 per visit

Men's Haircuts - $6SS « Women's Haircuts - $8S

1

BUY ONE ... GET ONE FREE!
LIMITED TO 5 OZ., 7 OZ & 9 OZ ONLY.
EXPIRES 10/-31/88

SAVANNAH
Gentilly Sq., Brannen St. & Gentilly Rd., 764-7858

DR. PAUL MDXO WAS NOMINATED for the Patient Service
Award presented by the National
Kidney Foundation of Georgia for
outstanding and consistent support
in furthering the goals of the NKFG's
patient service program. Professor
Miko and his students developed a
program of introducing dialysis patients to leisure and community activities as a means of living more
productive lives. As a result, one
adult dialysis patient is coaching
little league baseball while an elderly patient has discovered the excitement of learning new activities
and meeting new friends at her local
senior citizen's club.

$

COUPON

5.00 OFF
DUCK HEAD
Plain Front, reg. 19.98

Pleated, reg. 25.98
Shorts, reg. 18.98

$14.98
w/coupon
.$20.98
w/coupon
$13.98
w/coupon

ROSENBURGS
17S. Main St. -764-2113

expires 10/31/88

&Fish Supplies

'j0fym ^
764-3442

N. Zetteirower

YOUR

Henry's Hairrats
Ik Southern Hair Styles

681-6093

MON-SAT 10AM-9PM
SUN 1PM-5:30PM

SHOW
SPlRITi

Complete Hair and Nail Care
Wolff Tanning System

We are considering restarting the
Ride Share board. This will be a bulletin board where students can leave
information if they need or can give a
ride home. This will help students
get where they want to go for about
the price of the gas. Any comments
you may have would be appreciated.
Our first Senate meeting will be on
Wednesday, October 12. Everyone is
invited to attend. We will be planning the direction of the coming year.
We are now planning an on-campus
escort service for the evening hours.
This should be a benefit to all students studying late at the library or
anywhere on campus.

.

STATESBORO MALL
764-7870

0176

THOMAS B. ANDERSON
1234 MOUNT PLEASANT RD.
STATESBORO, GA 30458

\
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PAY TO THE
ORDER OF _

FB

64-357
611
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FIRST BULLOCH BANK
& TRUST COMPANY

DOLLARS
THE VARSITY

STATESBORO. GEORGIA 30458

FOR.
II'OOOOOOII' JIOEI

35 110 77i:

Look for the Eagle on First Bulloch
Varsity Checks. It's your symbol of
Statesboro's first and best student
checking package.
Just $10 covers the cost of 200 personalized Varsity checks and the service
charge. No hidden costs or monthly
service fee. You won't be charged again
until you reorder checks. The $10
charge will be deducted from your initial deposit ($25 minimum) when you
open your Varsity Account.

0176
A First 24 card comes with your Varsity checkbook. It's the quick, easy way
to withdraw money from your account
or make deposits 24 hours a day at
GSC, College Plaza, the Mall or Northside in Statesboro. Use your card at
20,000 AVAIL, HONOR, ALERT and
PLUS locations in this country and abroad.
Stop by any First Bulloch office and
show your spirit. Join the Varsity!

FB FIRST BULLOCH BANK

^F DOWNTOWN • COLLEGE PLAZA • THE MALL • NORTHSIDE • GSC • PORTAL
MEMBER FDIC

WM4M
FIRST flUUOCH BANK.STATESBORO
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No alternatives left
Remember the rash of off-campus block parties that admin: istrators referred to as "large gatherings" busted every weekend
last spring quarter by local law enforcement officials?
College officials offered what seemed to be a viable solution
at the time to lessen the popularity of off-campus parties.
The solution was on-campus parties. Well, it sounds like a
good idea. So good the College Activities Board even decided to
try it with a "Street Dance."
The key words in this idea are "try it."
CAB tried it and to their disappointment, and the dismay of
about 150 rappin' individuals, the on-campus college-sponsored
function was brought to a screeching halt by city and campus
police.
The solution to the entire off-campus block party problem is
therefore ineffective.
If you can't have an off-campus party and you can't have an
on-campus party, then what can you have?
A great deal of angry students.
Schedule the next party in a place where local townsfolk
won't be disturbed by the noise. It's the only workable solution
and fair compromise.

D I T O R I A L
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Anorexia - product of a twisted society
My close friend has anorexia.
When I first saw a movie about the
disease, I didn't realize it would hit so
close to home.
It did.
The more weight the girl in the
movie lost, the baggier her clothes
became covering up her small frame
of spiny bone.
She went down to 65 lbs. and ended
up in the hospital surrounded by
therapists and doctors. But it had a
happy ending. I remember her eating
a an ice cream sundae with her doctor.
If only it were that simple.
My friend won't eat anything, not
to mention an ice cream sundae. She
weighs 85 lbs. (she used to weigh
130), and she thinks she's fat.

From the
editor's desk
Cathy McNamara
She does.
The more weight she looses, the
farther apart we grow. It effects
much, much more than her body. It
effects her mind, her outlook, her
relationships with others and her
future.
Her 85 lb. future.
She gets violent about food. If you
try to discuss the matter with her,

she won't talk for three days. She's
obsessed, and she's deprivingherself
of the right to life by conforming to a
strongly held value of our society to
be stick thin.
"Thin is in." I'd like to sledgehammer the idiot who initiated this
absurd view.
But I can't because it's not just one
person who founded the saying, and
it's not just a saying; it's a way of life
for most.
She eats Weight Watcher's ice
cream for crying out loud. I know
some people who weigh 350 pounds,
and they don't even drink Diet Coke.
She does.
And plain potatoes.
And I'm sitting here trying to think
of other types of food that she eats to

The Dukakis choice
Reagan era over, Democrats grab the ring
Editor's Note: The following column is the first of two which will
appear in the George-Anne attempting to bring forth the weaknesses and
strengths of our presidential candidates, Michael Dukakis and George
Bush. The views expressed in the column do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of our editorial board.

Before you leave for FSU,
a word to the wise...

by Jacques deBroekert

Features Editor

The time is almost here for the faithful of GSC to make
their trek to the wilds of Florida to encounter the power and
frivolity associated with our football extravaganza against the
mighty Seminoles of Florida State. There are a few things all of
us should keep in mind as we enter the capital of the Sunshine
State.
We are playing FSU for the money and the notoriety
associated with such a contest. The team will make enough
money to pay for uniforms, traveling expenses, and support of all
Eagle athletics. It would be silly to suppose we are there for any
Other reason than to foster homecoming hopes and dreams of the
FSU thumping thousands.
A few years ago, Tracy Ham and our troops entered
University of Florida's swamp with the dreams of doing two
specific things: to lose and not get hurt. They succeeded, and the
sportscasters lent their knowing smiles to the fact that the
Gators were playing a "Division 1 -AA" school, and the inevitable
victory was supposed from the start.
It would be great if the Southern squad rose up, was
blessed by God and conquered the mighty Seminoles in a
moment of glorious exultation. But, don't count on it. Just go to
the game and enjoy the fact that we as a school have reached
such notoriety to be able to play the elite of Division 1-A
football... and not get hurt.
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add to the ridiculous "diet this and
diet that" list. But I can't—for the life
of me, I can't.
Is it all to appease not just
"America's look" but a whole society
who values body more than soul,
power more than love and winning
more than fairness?
It doesn't seem fair that Brian
Scorsese can blasphemize Christ,
women can thoughtlessly abort unborn children, and Ben Johnson can
shoot victory and our society condones it.
At least one out of three has been
repealed.
So, why does our society insist that
good looks will get you everywhere?
Plain potatoes. She weighs them.
85 lbs. and counting.
I'll have to hide the calorie counter.

Why can't SGA hold student party
off campus, with alcohol?
By Adam Hils

Special to the George-Anne

SpringQuarter,1988: GSC throws
a huge bash, the Inaugural Ball in
honor of newly inaugurated President Henry. It's a glitzy event and a
highly publicized occasion. There is a
well-stocked wet bar for those over
21. Hundreds are invited. A good
time is had by all.
Fall Quarter, 1988: A scant four
months later the Student Government Association plans a Homecoming gala at a popular local nightspot.
The idea is to hav.. a party for all
students, from independents to
members of formal social organizations.
Yet, the idea is strangled by school
authorities in its infancy.
Why this difference? The
administration's reasoning runs
some thing like this: The 1988-89
Eagle Eye states that campus-wide

organizations may not sponsor offcampus parties.
Why? The SGA, the organization
most responsible for representing
the interests of students, was simply
planning a social event for all students on the eve of the single most
important occasion on the school's
calendar of social events.
It appears that the main reason
why the powers-that-be in the administration will not allow the
Homecoming party to take place is
the passage in the Eagle Eagle (page
99) which reads, "Alcohol may not be
present at any public event."
If we look back at Henry's Inaugural Ball, we can easily remember just
how public an event it was. Newspapers all over the state covered it. The
Inaugural Committee and the school
administration deemed it an important enough occasion to waive (or to
ignore) the on-campus alcohol provision.

Homecoming, in the minds of most
students, is at least equally as important. For those who are worried
about the SGA being held libel for
any mishaps, it should be noted that
they would not be serving any alcohol. That would be the sole responsibility of the local establishmenthosting the party.
What we have here is a clear difference between the rights of the administration and the rights of the
students.
Why shouldn't students over legal
drinking age be permitted to imbibe
at so-called public events? If the
administration can waive the rule
once, they can waive it again.
According to the laws of Georgia,
all persons over the age of 21 have the
same right to drink and purchase
alcohol. It seems to this observer that
a double standard exists. The rights
of students are a much lower priority
than the rights of the administration
and faculty.

The 1988 presidential election is
drawing ever closer, and it is time for
all good Americans to pick a candidate. It has come down to a choice
between two men: Bush or Dukakis.
George Bush appears to be totally
capable of carrying out the policies of
the Reagan administration. But do
we need this kind of perpetuation of
the 'old' ways? Reagan has provided
us with one of the most troubled foreign policies of this century. Bush
seems to feel that this type of policy
has worked well so far, so why
change now?
What Bush has outlined in his
campaign is the most extreme and
potentially harmful foreign policy
since the Nixon administration. Who
will be Bush's Cambodia?
Bush has rather conservative
views which would lead one to believe that a closed government would
best suit the people. Nixon's power
monger people believed this also
which makes me wonder who will
Bush's G. Gordon Liddy be?
What Bush lacks in progressive
ideas of modern government, he
more than makes up for in his lack of
spontaneity in public. George is not
slow by any means, but he has obviously been receiving some coaching
in this area as of late. I would be a bit
more comfortable with someone who
was more at ease with a microphone
in his face.
For those of you who are a bit leery
of Bush, you have good cause to be.
Anyone connected with the CIA is
someone worth being leery of. Bush
spent seven years as the director of
the CIA
Regardless of what your views are
of either candidate go out and vote.
It's your privilege; it's your right; it's
your duty. It is what separates you
from three-fourths of the rest of the
world. So go out and vote for who you
know to be the right man for next four
years — our next president, Mike
Dukakis.

Letter
policy
All letters to the editor are subject to
standard editing policies for taste,
libel, etc. The editor reserves the right
to reject any letter. There is no word
limit on letters and are published on a
first come, first served basis. Letters
should address certain issues and not
attack individuals. All letters MUST BE
SIGNED. The letter writer may request
to remain anonymous. However, it will
be the editor's decision whether or not
to print the name.
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Die Hard's Bruce Willis plays astounding role
After beginning his movie career
with such inauspicious films as
"Blind Date" and a truly lousy western with James Garner, Bruce Willis
was finally cast in non-Blake Edwards production that promised better times for his cinematic career in
the form of the new action thriller
"Die Hard".
Willis plays a sensitive, but tough
New York cop (one wonders if there
are any wimpy NYPD guys) trapped
in a skyscraper with a gaggle of
thirty hostages, lots of guns and a
marauding band of evil, high-tech,
armed-to-the-teeth terrorists. Or are
they terrorists? Ah, there's the rub!
It seems that a Japanese industrialists named Nakatumi has built
this really big corporate building in
Los Angeles with substantially appointed offices and an equally appointed, industrial strength safe
filled with big bucks. It is Christmas
time, but the terrorists don't seem to
be in the holiday spirit since they
regularly shoot and scream obscenities at the hostages. This makes the
hiding Willis mad and he becomes....
A man alone against the odds!... He
wears undershirts and sweats a
lot!... He handles explosives and
weapons with the greatest of ease!...
He's tired and forgot his shoes!... You
get the idea.
The terrorists (?) are lead by Hans
(Alan Rickman), a literate, demonic
guy with an insatiable appetite for

actingperformance. Fortunately, his
stunt double does most of the work
and Bruce needs merely to look progressively more tired, shot-up and
dirty as he blasts his way through the
long-haired Germans. Willis manges
to look smug, leer at women and wise
crack his way through, but he looks
like a duck out of water with weapons
and cigarettes in his hands.

violence and pounds of money. The
rest of the terror gang is composed of
surly Germans who have appeared in
every international terrorism movie
you have ever seen. The lone exception is the famous conductor Alexander Godunov who sneers a lot and is
hopefully more comfortable with an
orchestra than with a sub-machine
gun.
Based on the novel by Roderick
Thorpe, this extravaganza of violence moves at a break-neck pace
featuring all the explosions, gun
battles and riddled bodies you could
ever hope to see for the ticket price of

Letters
Dear Editor:

With all the attention on the war
on drugs and the use of the military
to fight it, I am not surprised that the
Pentagon does not want to use their
forces to help end the drug problem.
And, it may be the smartest idea they
have had in a long time.
Why? Today's U.S. Army Military
Police are so undertrained, illequipped and led by such incompetents that the only result would be a
lot of dead young men, their lives
wasted for nothing.
Again, why? When I went to MP
AIT (advanced individual training)
in September of 1983, only onefourth of the class was dedicated to

DOWNTOWN
Screen Printed T-Shirts
Novelty Caps & Sunglasses
1/2 Price Sale on
Sunalasses (Good thru <
Handpainted T-Shirts
School, i •Iff: I
Reunion, etc.
Blank Ts & Sweatshirts
Available

fflSkwfk
OPEN M-F—10-6, SAT—10-4
42 EAST MAIN ST.
(Next to Craig's Deli)

489-8813

to

law enforcement training and only
one day to law class.
There was no officer survival class,
no street tactics and no discussion or
training on how to stay alive in an
armed situation.
The pistol training atFortMcClellan was very poor. The weapons used
were in poor condition—the instructors were only worried about meeting
minimum Army standards for hits on
a target.
Detecting and preventing crimes
l are a joke in the MP's. It is almost like
picking someone offthe street, giving
them a gun and badge and telling
them they are a policeman.
Once an individual goes to his permanent duty station, it does not get
any better. New personnel are routinely issued the weapon in the worst
condition and the lowest grade police
gear.
"He's only a newby; he'll only break
it."
The holster issued by the Army is of
such poor design for law enforcement
that the road duty MP's who are
required to sue it have nicknamed it
the "cop killer."
Trying to draw your weapon from it
is too slow because of its poor design.
It was designed for battlefield wear.
All of the pistols used are over 40
years old and suffer from old age and
disuse.
In addition, the MP's only fire and
qualify with their assigned weapon
twice a year. Any pistol expert will
tell you that continuous practice is
needed to remain good with a pistol.
If this was the city police department, but it's only the Army, the
public would not stand for it.
As for the military officers, they
have no inkling of what the road duty
MP's job is all about. Stupid requirements such as only using issued
leather gear (one of the first purchases an MP makes is a decent holster), wear of helmet liners (plastic
inserts for steel helmets brightly

$4.25. The director, John McTierman, keeps us on the edge-of-our
seats for the most part except for an
annoying sentimental pause toward
the end. There is a stupid and bothersome CB radio relationship between
the trapped Willis and a sympathetic
LAPD cop on the outside designed to
cause comic relief that caused me to
choke on my popcorn.
Basically this is an enjoyable
movie if you put your brain on hold
and go on the roller coaster ride of
action with the "die hard" star of TVs
Moonlighting. Willis is no Sir Lawrence Olivier, but he gives a passable

the

Taylor's
Hairstyles

Monday - Friday 10-6
Saturday 8-3

1/2 Price

Perms by.Pam$27.50

for New Customer
By Appointment Only

According to my tried and true
college guy index of movie rating, I'll
give this epic two and one half stars
(-fr-frl/2) for gruesome violence, lukewarm acting, exciting action and
truly lousy editing. "Die Hard" runs
about two hours and thirty-five minutes so be ready for a long sit. It is
rated "R" for unnecessary profanity,
scant nudity and exploding gunshot
wounds. Willis is adequate and with
better scripts, this "moonlighting"
television star should move on to the
big screen full-time in the near fu-

editor

painted that make good targets for
the enemy) and five to 10 rounds
carried to reflect the collective incompetence of the MP officer corps.'
This is just the tip of the iceberg.
The U.S. Army MP Corps just cannot
handle the hob. I do not know ab$>ut
the Air Force Security Police but the
Navy and Marine Corps harbor a
"Hey, you!" roster for their shore
patrol.
As in, "Hey, you! You're on shore
patrol tonight to any person they can
grab."
I am sure all the line duty MP's

thank the Pentagon for truthfully
saying that they can not handle the
mission.
It would be a shame for the good
young men (E-l to E-6) in today's MP
corps to have to face the better
equipped, better armed and better
led forces of the drug kingpins.
Today's MP Corps (or is it
Corpses?) is a tragedy waiting for a
place to happen.
Sincerely,

E.H. DeLoach

On deck at the College Cinemas:
"Betrayed" with Tom Berenger and

Debra Winger and "A Fish called
Wanda" starring Monty Python ajid
Jamie Leigh Curtis.
.
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$ 2.00 admission
I.D. required at door

Hwy. 301 South
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681-1355

2for $4.99

I GET 2 ITALIAN BUFFETS |
I
[for
just $5.99. DINE-IN only!
EXPIRES: 10-15-88
I
I
JUMPIN' JACK'S® coupon
L.
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I
FREE 1/2 SUB I
I
I Buy any whole JUMPIN' JACK'S® I
I SUB at Regular Price and get a 1/2 I
I SUB of equal or less value FREE!
I
EXPIRES: 10-15-88
I
I JUMPIN' JACK'S® DELIVERS I
J
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I
I

1/2 PRICE SALAD ii

DR. DONALD L. WATSON, O.D.

j with this coupon get the Salad j
of your choice at 1/2 PRICE!
EXPIRES: 10-15-88

etc

JUMPIN' JACK'S® DELIVERS

contact icfiA

JUMPIN' JACK'S®
GIANT SUBS

fittittq, & ytctMeA

LOCATED NEXT TO SOUTHERN EYECARE
Examination
by
Appointment

764-4768

459 S. Main

764-SUBS

JUMPIN' JACK'S ®
GIANT SUBS
• Freshly Baked Bread
• Fresly Sliced Meats
• Fresh Crisp Vegetables

~>tr

The Freshest Sub in Town"

THE
EYES HAVE IT

During July only, you'll receive
FREE sunglasses with the purchase
of a pair of contact lens
"T.M-.My

Pam.Todd & Tim

The special effects are spectacular
and breath-taking as one explosion
and near-fall after another imperils
Willis' efforts to free the hostages. I
left this shooting match of machine
guns, missiles and plastique explosives wondering why the U.S. customs bureau cannot stop the obvious
tidal wave of munitions enteringthis
country that end up in the hands of
wide-eyed, eager villains, cutthroats and international terrorists.

ture

'"».>»uI ••••"••!>■•••.•.................yoy~"gs

Extended Wear............
Daily Wear Tinted
(enhances eye color)
Extended Wear Opaque
(changes eye color)

.....99—
..8922
18592

GSC STUDENTS 15% OFF
A value you cant beat anywhere

SOUTHERN EYECARE

Across from Mall

764-20/20

M-F 10-6
Sat 10-2

Try one of our Fresh Salads
or our

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

HUNGRY BAR
Get into Jumpin' Jacks
today and let your
taste buds do the rest!
Hours:
7 Days A Week
11:00 a.m.- 12
Midnight

We deliver
764-SUBS
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Briefly speaking. ..

Opinion

The GSC music department is
proud to present its fall music program. The following schedule is pro, vided to let you know what will be
coming up. All events are subject to
change or cancellation. All programs
are scheduled for Foy Recital Hall
unless otherwise noted.
At 8:00 p.m. on Oct. 6, The Faculty
Recital Series begins.
On Oct. 11 the series continues
with a presentation featuring Lorraine Jones on flute, Martin Herbert
on oboe, and Natalie da Roza on pi* ano. The presentations will include

by Jacques deBroekert

Features Editor

The

■^^-^^™»

WELCOME $ACK STUDENTS ! !
•Albums
•Cassettes
•Posters

Businesses grow to meet demand
Staff Report

As GSC grows, new and old businesses compete to sell their services
to an expanding student population.
Every week, businesses strategically
place their ads in thepaper hoping to
catch the attention of the students'
checkbooks. Some businesses have
the students' low income in mind and
provide special discounts to attract
their interest.
Within the last year and a half,
new specialty stores have migrated
to the GSC campus and to the town of
'Boro itself for the convenience and
the dollars of the average student. So
in review, let us take a short glance at
some of the newest businesses in
town.
For all you students peddling
around campus, The Cyclist Shop in
the Windsor Village is the place to go
when needing your bike repaired.
They also specialize in sales, touring
and racing accessories. "We will get
your bike right," said owners Darrin
Lee and Johnny Hill. The Cyclist
Shop is open Monday through Satur-

GSC News Service

Has world hunger lost its appeal?
Many would answer that it has despite continuing urgent food supply
problems in the world. To encourage
public awareness and action on this
crucial issue, World Day organizers
throughout the United States and
around the world will once again
sponsor events focusing attention on
the reality of hunger and malnutrition in the world.
Students will be able to participate
in the World Hunger Day activities.
Programs scheduled for this year at
GSC will include an ecumenical service, fdm and music festival on Oct. 16
and a national teleconference and
panel discussion on Oct. 17.
The program will be broadcast live
via satellite at the Southern Center
for Continuing Education (the Conference Center) from noon to 1 p. m.
The panel will consist of Adebayo
Adedeji of Nigeria, executive secretary of the United Nations Econmic
Commission for Africa, Mazide N.
Diaye of Senegal, president of the
African Council of the Non-Governmental Organizations for Development, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf of Liberia, former minister of Finance, and

Cuts • Blow Drying
Perms • Styling
Coloring
Manicures
Nail Tips • & Silk Wraps
Waxing
REMOVATRON
The Painless Method of Hair Removal
Face • Body • Bikini Line
Private - Personal Service
Statesboro Junction • Statesboro, Ga.
•
•
•
•
•
•

day fromlO a.m. until 6 p.m., and weight control, mental discipline and
street self-defense. Classes cost $35 a
they can be reached at 681-2884.
Hey ladies, you want to impress month, so give them call at 764-8112.
Have you seen "Rambo" yet? How
that guy who sits next to you in Biology? Then visit Elain Davis at UH- about "Apology"? Those are some
OH Fashion Outlet in the Statesboro good movies, and you can rent them
Junction. She has women's apparel at Video Express. They provide free
and accessories to turn some heads membership and $1.50 rentals. Lowhile checking out the college scene. cated next to Winn Dixie, owner
With a 10 percent student discount Sparky Chase said, "We've got the
(bring I.D.), you can't help but stop at cheapest rates in town." They will
UH-OH Fashion Outlet Monday reserve movies for you, and they do
through Thursday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., VCR repair. Call Sparky at 764and on Friday and Saturday, 9 a.m. 9417.
to 6 p.m.
Van Halen.R.E.M., Janet Jackson
So you went out partying ."picked- and George Micheal—They have all
up", and both of you went to your pad the best, with the lowest prices
to watch some "tube", but things around. They are Beverley's Records
started getting hot and going farther and Tapes in the Statesboro Juncthan you had anticipated. You asked tion. Go see owner Randy Riggs and
him/her to stop, but they wouldn't; so check out their selections. They are
what to you do? You show them who's open Monday through Saturday, 9
the boss and protect yourself with a.m. to midnight, and on Sunday
moves you learned from the Tae from 1 p.m. tolO p.m..
Kwon-Do Academy. They are located
These are only a few of the local
in the Winn Dixie Shopping Center, businesses who are bucking for GSC
and they are now open for training students' business and trust. Check
Monday through Saturday. The 'em out and give 'em a chance.
training involves self-confidence,

1

GSC highlights 'World Hunger Day

GILDED CAGE
The Salon With That Extra Touch"

"Locally Owned"
Complete Hair Care
For the Entire Family
Specializing In

Sonata in G minor for oboe and clavier by Handle. Sonata in C major for
Flute K.14 by Mozart Sonatine pour
flute et piano by Dutilleux. '
* * *
Plans are being made for this
year's Homecoming, and you can get
involved. The theme for this year's
GSC Homecoming will be "Southern,
The People's Choice". Meetings for
the CAB Homecoming committee are
being held every Wednesday at 4
p.m. in the Williams Center in room
103. Students may participate in a
variety of committee projects including publicity, homecoming parade,
battle of the bands, etc.

Staff Report

As
See It
"This place just ain't what it used
to be." I wonder how often' I have
heard that said this quarter.
All my friends that are left here
seem to hold the same views about
the way it used to be here at GSC.
Well, maybe things only seem to be
be different.
Nothing has changed all that
much. We have some new faces and
new buildings; that's all. Sure the
parties aren't the same, and no one
seems to know anyone else. Has
every one forgotten that it was spring
quarter that saw all the excitement?
Last year at this time I was doing
the same thing that I am doing now,
except I'm a little older and a little
smarter.
Some of my friends graduated and
some changed schools, but some are
still here so I have to do what everyone else is going to have to do —
MEET NEW PEOPLE! It isn't so
hard to do, really.
I spent the summer in Los Angles
and met some great people there. It
made me realize just how many
people I know here. I was actually
glad to see some of you sorry bums
again. Seeing you makes me feel so
much smarter. But that's beside the
point.
I'm to trying to say, "Do not despair; all is not lost." Things will look
up for all you returning students.
Just wait for Halloween to come and
see if I'm not right.
* * *
I have waited for four years for the
summer games, and they were on so
late that I couldn't watch them. What
a bummer. The televising network
could have so easily rebroadcast the
games during the earlier part of day;
I wouldn't have minded so much that
I was watching old sports.
Although the broadcast commentary was much better than the winter
games, I still dislike that know-it-all,
Bryant Gumble. Humble Gumble.
Ha, what a joke. It was an improvement over Keith Jackson's totally
unprofessional mutterings like the
classic, "Well, it's the Olympics".
Gee, wow, I thought that it was the
news or something. During the winter Olympics nothing beat the expert
commentary of Michael J. Fox on
skiing - well, maybe seeing Siskell
and Ebert giving their views on who
is watching the summer games. I
guess that with so much time to fill,
you could run a little short of ideas.
* * *
I have a question for you: Where do
the faculty and staff eat lunch? Really, I am curious about this.
I have never seen a teacher standing in line in front of me at Burger
King, nor have I seen any coming
from or going into The Educated
Palate. Where do they go? Do they go
home, or lock themselves in their
offices and scarf down a quick bag of
chips and a coke? One teacher I know
seems to be able to ingest an entire
apple on the fly between office and
classroom. Is it this quick fix method
that they use? Are the movements so
fast from hand to mouth that we
don't even notice?
Or do teachers need no nourishment in the form of food. Is the satisfaction of knowing that they are filling an empty mind with knowledge
enough for their bodies. Or are they
as poor as the students they teach?
Just what the hell is it?
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We Invite Walk-Ins

764-6867
Open
Mon-Sat
8AM-UnUl

Closed
Tues

Duanne Acker, assistant administrator for food and agriculture of the
U.S. Agency for International Devel-

opment (USAID). ABC Washington
News anchor woman Renee Poussaint will moderate the panel.

Fitness facts
by Linda Hook

Sports writer?

The hardest part of any exercise
program is getting started. It's important that you make exercise part
of your daily routine. The benefits to
you and your body are numerous.
One of the most important is that you
will feel better about yourself.
An exercise program needs to meet
several specific requirements or
"exercise prescription parameters"
in order to adequately train the
cardiovascular system.
Frequency means how many times
a week an activity is to be performed.
Three times a week is minimum level
necessary to see improvements in the
cardiovascular system.
%

Intensity means how hard you
work at an activity. You should work
within 60 to 85% of the maximum
predicted heartrate.
Time or duration means how long
to maintain a certain activity once
the desired heartrate is achieved.
For minimum cardiovascular fitness, 20 minutes of continuous activity is adequate.
Another consideration is the type
of activity in which to engage. Aerobic activities must be continuous and
rhythmical, involving the larger
muscles of the body to boost heartrate.
Remember, get started now on
your exercise program. See you out
there running or in an aerobics
class!!!!!!

OON GALLERY
•
•
•
•
•

Costume Deliveries
Playmates for Fraternities
Playgirl for Sororities
Parties • Promotions
Books
• Gifts • Balloons

Delivery within
50 mile radius
403 Zetter©wer Aye.

7*4-5705

»\T Singles
•Blank Tapes
•Used Records •Accessories
♦Compact Disc • Radar Detector Rentals

ODYSSEY RECORDS & TAPES
Statesboro's, Music Headquarters

College Plaza

681-3371

OCTOBER IS SEAFOOD MONTH
v ^ ^ ^ ^v^ ^ *
Shrimp
all sizes
• Oysters - in shell
Crab meat
Crab Legs
• Variety of fresh fish

Westside
'■■'■+'■■'■:'

201 W. Main St.
764-3216

"Supporting Georgia Southern
for over 25 years."

D.C:4

PIZZA

"The pizza you don't
need a coupon to afford"

LOOK AT THESE PRICES!
CHEESE
Hopping
2Toppings
3 Toppings
5 Toppings
7Toppjngs

Small

Large

2-Large

3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00

6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50

8.75
9.95
11.15
12.35
13.50
14.75

NEW HOURS: M-Th 5:00 p.m. -12:00 a.m.

FREE
DELIVERY!

Fri.-Sat. 11:00 a.m. -2:00 a.m.

University Plaza

681-6736
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"The Last Temptation" book and movie: a comparison
Special to the George-Anne

While watching the evening news
at some point during the summer, I
watched the news coverage of the
protestors in Atlanta and Macon. So
began my association with the film
production of "The Last Temptation
of Christ".
Throughout the ensuing months, I
watched as the fervor spread
throughout Georgia, the heart of the
Bible Belt. I read about the success of
certain groups in banning the movie
from various cinemas. I talked with
the people who were interested in the
film only because of its controversial
nature, and I talked to others who
were interested in its artistic nature.
So, when some friends mentioned
traveling to Savannah last weekend
to watch the movie, I could not pass
up the opportunity.
But some of my friends and I had
an advantage over the average
movie-goer — we had read the book
on which the movie was based years
before the movie version was ever
publicized. We already read about
the close fraternal relationship between Jesus and his disciples, the
warring relationship between Jesus
and God, and the imagined sexual
relationship between Jesus and
Mary Magdaline.
So we were not surprised by any of
the scenes which were protested so
strongly.
What did I think of the movie? I'll
tell you.
Since it lasts almost three hours,
the film is bound to drag a bit. There
is no fast-paced action, only intense
thought-provoking drama, and this
means that the viewer must constantly pay attention in order to get
every possible benefit from the
movie.
Throughout most of the film, Jesus, played by William Defoe, is a
wimp. Really. He struggles with God

and rebels against his mission. He
compares God's call to talons clawing
at his brain, trying to tear his soul
from his body.
But this presentation is an advantage for the movie because Defoe
brings Jesus to life in a way that does
the author, Nikos Kazantzakis,
credit. Under the direction of Martin
Scorsese, Defoe captures the
meekness and frailty of the character
about whom Kanzantzakis wrote.
Though at times Scorsese's Jesus is a
bit too frail, the ultimate triumph of
his spirit over his body, is all the
more poignant.
Scorsese presents the disciples in a
more human light than I have ever
before encountered. He shows them
as men, with man's jealousies, pettiness, and desire for a leader. His
greatest accomplishment among
these disciples is Judas who, like
Jesus, is torn between whathe wants
to do, and what he should do. In fact,

Southern

Judas continues to be loyal to Jesus
and betrays him only after Jesus,
begs him to do so.
As Kazantzakis did in the book,
Scorsese portrays Mary Magdaline
as a pitiable creature. Though there
are glimpses of her whorish nature,
as in the now famous "waiting room"
scene, Scorsese shows her as having
once loved Jesus so much that his
rejection of her cause her to choose
her profession. Then, after Jesus
saves her from being stoned to death
by the villagers, she follows him.
There are some instances, though,
in which the movie differs greatly
with the book. In the book, Jesus
parables represent a more human
way of looking at God's way: Jesus
takes these stories from the New
Testament and changes the conclusion a bit. One particularly memorable parable from the book is that of
the five wise virgins and the five
foolish virgins. It follows the New

Days
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Testament version clearly but, in the
end, Kazantzakis' all-forgiving God
accepts even the foolish virgins into
the rapture of heaven.
Two sequences from the movie not
only follow the book but are so artistically done as to be simply incredible. The first is that of Jesus' temptation in the desert, in which temptation appears in the forms of a snake,
a lion, and a pillar of fire. Jesus rejects all of three, but it takes a great
inner strength to do so.
The other scene is that of the "last
temptation" itself. Hanging over on
the cross, Jesus imagines that he
actually came down, loved Magdaline, fathers children by Martha and
his sister Mary, and rejected God's
plan. Then, he is chastised by none
other than Judas for not having truly
sacrificed himself, and Jesus comes
out of his dream having fully accepted his mission. Initially, the
swift transition from real life to

dream is confusing, but in the end,
the viewer realizes that the last half
hour of the film takes place within
Jesus' mind.
Speaking from an objective point of
view, I claim the movie is excellent in
its attempt to portray more of the
manly side of the Son of man. To be
fair, I acknowledge instances which..
would offend Christians who do not
approve of seeing their idol cast in a
light different from the one with
which they are accustomed. But the
furor of this past summer as well-as
what is now happening in Europe
was and is unnecessary. The movie
itself is highly worth watching, if the
viewers can put aside any pre-conceived biases he or she may have
formed. Reading the book helps to
understand the movie even more.
Ifmovies should be judged on artistic merits, this one should rate highly
in the minds of Christians and nonChristians alike.

October 24

2 p.m.
3 p.m.
8 p.m.

October 6

Arts and Sciences Advisory Council meeting.
Foy316
Faculty Recital Series, Music Faculty Showcase. Foy Recital Hall

October 8

8 a.m.
8 a.m.
9 am
1 p.m.

GRE test, Hollis 1078
SAT test, Williams, Biology, Hollis
MAT test, Math/Physics 209
GSC Football vs. Florida State at Florida State

8 p.m.

Faculty Recital Series, Jones. Herbert,
DaRoza, Foy Recital Hall

7:30 p.m.

Theatre on the Prowt. Southern Center Assembly Hall

8 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
10 a.m.
1 p.m.
10 a.m.
8 p.m.

October 11

October 12
October 13

"Nightnoise." CLEC program, Foy Recital HaH

October 14

Midnight Mania. Hanner Fieldhouse

October 15

Alumni Board Meeting. Conference Center,
Room 116
GSC Football vs. Northeast Louisiana, Paulson
Stadium

October IS

Graduate opportunities seminar, Williams
Dining Halt
Georgia Performers' Series. William Knight,
piano, Foy Recital Hall

October 20

3 p.m.
4 p.m.

Arts and Sciences Advisory Council, Foy 316
Volleyball Tournament, CAB. Landrum Lawn

11 a.m.
1 p.m.

Parents' Day. Lakeside
GSC Football vs. Bethune Cookman, Paulson
Stodium

October 22

4 p.m.
10 a.m.

3 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.

October 25

Foundation Board of Directors meeting.
Southern Center, 116 and 124

October 27

Academic programs and curriculum committee. Dean's Conference Room, Carroll
Lecture: 'Rocism,' Assembly Hall, Southern
Center
Faculty Recital Series, Foy Recital Hall >

October 29

7 p.m.

GSC Football vs. Central Florida, at Central
Florida

8 a.m.

ISAT test. Williams Dining Hall and 111

8 a.m.
9 am.
1 p.m.

6 p.m.
8 p.m.

November 1

November 4

Middle School UN, Williams Dining Hall
Personnel Training. Museum Lecture Hall

November5

GSC Football vs. James Madison, at James
Madison

3 p.m.
4 p.m.

1 p.m.
5 p.m.
8 p.m.

7 p.m.

Lecture, Dr. David Herst-=Thomas, Southern
Center, Assembly Hall
Georgia Performers Series, Moses and Meeks,
Foy Recital Hall
Theatre South presentation, through November 12, McCroan Auditorium
General Student Recital, Foy Recital Hall

November 10

Arts and Sciences advisory council, Foy 316
Battle of the Bands, practice. Nov. 7-9, Williams Dining Hall

Undergraduate evening studies registration,
Williams Dining Hall
"Austin on Tap," CLEC program, McCroan
Auditorium

November 15

CAB comedian, Williams Coffeehouse

November 16
November 17

3 p.m.
8 p.m.

Arts and Sciences advisory council, Foy 316
GSC Jazz Ensemble, Foy Recital Hall

8 a.m.
8 a.m.

Visitation Day. Hanner Fieldhouse
Registration Extension through Nov. 22. Williams Dining Hall
GSC Football vs. S.C. State. Paulson Stadium

1 p.m.
8 p.m.

November 21

8 p.m.

8 a.m.
3 p.m.
8 p.m.

November 25

GSC Basketball vs. North Carolina-Wilmington, Hanner Fieldhouse

i
i
i•

November 30

J
I

25% OFF

1
I

GET ACQUAINTED DISCOUNT

This coupon entitles men & women to a 25% Discount
off regular salon prices from Wm Shuman.
Offer Expires Oct. 20. 1988 •One time otfor to now clients

December 1

Registration adjustments for winter quarter,
Williams Dining Hall
Arts and Sciences advisory council. Foy 316
Georgia Performers' Series, Breznlak.Watkins.
Foy recital Hall

December 2

8 a.m.
8 am.
9 am.

681-6744

Kim Shuman is offering her services to
you at 25% off with coupon to get the
chance to meet and know you and to
help you with all your hair and skin
care needs.

r1

Academic programs and curriculum committee, Foy 316
GSC Chorus and Chamber Singers, Foy Recital Hall

Last class day. fall quarter, campuswide

December 3

LSAT test. Hollis 107B
SAT test. Williams. Biology, Hollis
MAT test, Math/Physics 209

IJMQIBirLMMWIl
HAIR DESIGNERS OF COSMETOLOGY
39 SOUTH MAIN ST.
764-7596

December 5

Statesboro/Georgia Southern Symphony,
Foy Recital Hall
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS through November 25, campuswide
Residence Halls close, all halls

November 26

Residence Halls reopen

GSC Basketball vs. Augusta. Hanner Fieldhouse
3 p.m.

CALL FOR FREE DELIVERY

406 SOUTH MAIN ST.
HOURS: 9:00 A.M. - MIDNIGHT
CLOSED SUNDAY

November 28

November 19

November 23

10 a.m.

1 p.m.

November 14

GSC Basketball vs. Marathon OH, Hanner
Fieldhouse

November 8

November 9

1 p.m.

November 12

Crazy C.J. says
anybodies coupon
will work!

KEGS • PARTY SUPPLIES
COMPLIMENTARY ICE »WINE

Nights

GSC Homecoming, campuswlde
GSC Football vs. Stamford, Paulson Stadium '

THIS IS THE
ONLY
PIZZA COUPON
YOU NEED!

BEVERAGE

<&
Last withdrawal day
Regents' exam, also October 25, campusWIde
General Faculty Meeting, Foy Recital Hall

*n#

Exams, winter quarter, through December 9

December 6

7 p.m.

Dinner.ChamberofCommerce.WllliamsDIning Hall

6 p.m.

Residence halls close for winter holidays,
campuswide

December 8

December 9

Winter break begins

Club Membership DOES
Have Its Privileges!

As a Member of the "College Club"
you receive the following:
M20% Discount on Everything in the Store
(BCP's & Sale Items Excluded)
Unlimited Check Cashing Privileges1
k 24-Hour Emergency Prescription Service
Free Delivery To Your Home or Dorm
£fc Emergency Charge Privileges
Only $500 Fee per school year
(ends 6-15-89)

t

Don't Be Without This Security
You Know That You'll Always Have A Friend In
Statesboro with the College Club Membership
FILL OUT FORM BELOW! Mail or Bring by with dues and
you will receive a personalized
COLLEGE CLUB CARD

Name:
Address:
City/State:
Statesboro Address:
Local Phone:
Parents or Guardian:.
Address:
City/State:
Downtown
764-5421

Qlnll^c pharmacy
City Drugs

Brooklet

Plaza East
489-8683

Soccer Eagles remain undefeated at home
GSC's soccer team
continued its winning
ways at home this
week with two wins to
remain undefeated
on home turf.

by Edd Cunningham

Sports Writer

had another strong offensive outing
The GSC Soccer Eagles won two with an assist for the Eagles.
The Eagles continued their wingames this past week here in
ning
ways Wednesday, defeating
Statesboro, increasing their season
Baptist
College 1-0. The win was not
record to 6-2. Last Monday, GSC
a
pretty
one. Play was marred by
defeated St. Leo College 1-0, and on
errors
and
sloppy play by both teams.
the following Wednesday afternoon,
The
speed
of GSC's strikers kept the
the Eagles kicked past Baptist Colvisiting
Baptist
College team off
lege by the same 1-0 score.
balance.
Striker
Kevin Connelly,
On a cloudy Monday, GSC used
GSC's
leading
goal
scorer, used a
good play on defense and a late score
head
shot
on
a
Chris
Dunlap
miss at
by midfielder Scott Sutton to come
the
61-51
mark
to
give
GSC
the
lead
away with a victory over St. Leo. The
I
for
good.
Eagles played steady offense, out
The Eagles continued to out shoot
shooting the visitors 17-7.
their
opponents as in their previous
Freshman Kevin Chambers had
three
games by an 18-12 margin.
another good outing as goalkeeper,
recording four saves and a shutout to
See Soccer, page 10
his credit. Striker Darryl Watson

8

Harvo's
Weakly
By Terry Harvin

Sports Editor

That-a-boy, Benny!! You don't
mind if I call you Benny, do ya? Well,
anyway Benard, you didn't screw
things up too badly in Soule, but you
did kinda embarrass yourself and
make Canada look stupid for supporting you. Maybe I'm wrong for
such harsh words. Your urine may
have been tampered with, or better
yet, maybe you didn't realize you
were getting stuck in the rump with
a three inch needle full of an anabolic
steroid known as Stanozolol. Sure...,
it happens to people everyday, but
Ben, I don't believe your urine was
tampered with, and I think you
would feel a three inch needle no
matter how fat your buttocks may be.
Not that you personally care what I
think, but, too bad, you're not reading this column anyway.
For those of you who were listening
to my conversation with Benny, let
me give you some information that
might help in figuring out what I'm
talking about. Ben Johnson is an
Olympic sprinter from Canada who,
after beating America's Carl Lewis in
the 100 meters, tested positive for
using muscle-enhancing drugs. The
International Olympic Committee
(IOC) stripped him of his gold medal
and banned him from ever competing
in the Olympics again. He also lost
several million dollars in endorsements, and he is scarred with a scarlet letter "S" (steroids) for the rest of
his life.
Hey, Ben. I'm back. Let's talk some
more, okay? Actually, I'd like to ask
you a few questions, if I may? I knew
you wouldn't mind. First of all, considering you were knowledgeable of
the steroids, why did you use the
drug when you knew you'd be tested?
Did you think someone else was
going to urinate for you?
"I don't know."
Secondly, how do you think your
mother felt after she had to give back
the gold medal that you gave her for
a present?
"I don't know."
Of course you don't know, because
you didn't think about the consequences involved. The only thingyou
cared about was beating Carl Lewis.
You even admitted in an interview
after the race that you didn't care
about the gold, that you didn't care
about the world record, that all you
cared about was the fact that you
beat Carl Lewis in the 100 meters in
Soule, Korea. Hey, Benny, guess
what? You ain't got no medal, and
Carl does. How's that for a stimulate?
Ben, I wish the test were wrong. I
hope the IOC made a wrong decision.
I hope that we were wrong in jumping to fast conclusions, but it doesn't
look that way. It had been rumored
that you were using steroids about a
year ago, but nobody followed up on
it. That stuff, Stanozolol, could really
screw up your liver, Ben. I think it
also messes with your heart. Do you
See Harvo, page 11

Photo: Matt Stanley
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Netters begin season with loss
by Hern Sneed

Sports Writer

The GSC women's volleyball team
saw action for the first time this
season in a match against West
Georgia College last Saturday.
Though they lost 15-1,15-7,15-1 to
the Lady Braves, the Eagles had a
good showing for the first time out.
With only one member returning
from last year's squad, Southern was
composed of walk-ons including the

Lady basketball Eagle's own stanaout center Regina Days who tried out
earlier this quarter.
Having practiced for only two
weeks and only a week as a complete
squad after cuts, the Lady Eagles
faced an unsurmountable task
against the more experienced and
seasoned West Georgia team. Although they did not win, the ladies
showed signs that they would be
contenders for the NSWAC (New
South Women'sAthletic Conference)

tournament later this quarter.
"We have a long way to go before we
play well as a team, but individually
all our girls have a lot of strengths
which will help the team in the future," remarked assistant coach Jacques de Roquefert after the contest.
Coach Samantha Purcell was very
excited about the effort displayed by
the women netters. She feels that in
order to bring the level of play for the
next game, the team must try not to
be overly nervous. "I think we were

ail very anxious about the match. We
learned a lot, but overall I was happy
with the way we played."
Head Coach J.B. Claiborne felt
experience was the key, "I think we
are really going to see a big improvement in the next few games. We just
need a little experience in playing
against other team's."
The Lady Eagles will be in action
this weekend against Paine College
in Augusta on Friday at 7:00 p.m.

and both work hard and exhibit excellent leadership, Presley said.
*
The women's team, although still
incomplete, has been boosted by the
performance of Alicea Hewes, who
was very impressive in her first two
meets. Hewes finished 20th overall
at the Georgia State meet and 5th at
Samford. Presley stressed that the
team desperately needs three more
women and that anyone interested in
joining should contact him.

Jim Vargo, a GSC math instructor
and a cross country runner himself,
has joined the team as an assistant
coach and has been an invaluable
example for the young runners,
Presley said. Although not eligible
for competition, Vargo enters each
meet in the open category, and at the
Samford contest, he beat every entrant!
Presley said that cross country is
the best example of a team sport
because the team scores are a composite of the top five runner's scores.
"We need seven good individual performances, so we encourage each
runner to run at his maximum," he
said. With that kind ofhard work and
group effort, the GSC cross country
team should enjoy much success in
the coming meets.

GSC runners stepping in right direction
by Al Allnoch
Sports Writer

Although sometimes overshadowed by more widely publicized
sports, the Georgia Southern Cross
Country team boasts some fine athletes and expects to be very competitive this season.
The team, coached by GSC Museum curator Dr. Del Presley, has

already made two respectable showings, with the men finishing 12th out
of 18 teams at the Georgia State
Invitational and 3rd out of 4 teams in
the Samford Invitational. The Georgia State competition included teams
from much larger schools, such as
, Georgia Tech and the University of
Alabama.
Sophomore Mike Grubbs has been
the men's leading runner thus far,
followed closely by senior Eric Evans,

Totally Fictional'

Eagles bomb U of Idle 66-6
by Terry Harvin

Sports Editor

Georgia Southern dropped an
atomic scoring bomb on the University of Idle last Saturday night defeating the Worshippers in front of a
crowd of 72,500 in Allen E. Paulson
Stadium, 66-6.
It was an important win for the
Eagles after coming off a tough loss to
Middle Tennessee State the week
before. GSC boosts its record to 4-1
and faces Division 1-A power Florida
State in Tallahassee this Saturday
at 1:00. The win also insured that
Coach Erk Russell's Eagles would
not loose back-to-back games. Southern has not lost two contest in a row
since the program resumed back in
1984.
Offensively, the Eagles were led by
freshman quarterback Rupert
Leary, who replaced regular starter
Raymond Gross. Gross could not play
due to an injury to his right foot(a
hangnail on his big toe). Leary ran
the option to perfection gaining 179
yards rushing and throwing for another 264 yards. Fullback George
Jones rushed for a game-high 289
yards and 3 touchdowns, including a
76 yard gallop from the line of scrimmage. Wide-outs Mark Giles and
Alex Brown combined for 232 yards
and 4 touchdowns.
Southern's defense was also in full
gear, causing 6 interceptions,l
fumble recovery, 9 quarterback
sacks, and allowing the Worshippers
of the University of Idle only 3 first
downs. Infact, the defense, lead by
linebacker Gene Scott with 2 interceptions and 14 tackles, didn't permit the Idle offense to cross midfield
but once. Linebacker Paul Sikkelee
and defense backs Jim Mutimer,

Intramural
Corner...
By Al Allnoch

Sports Writer

One for the record books? University of Idle visits Paulson Stadium and
finds the Eagles rested, relaxed and ready to" idle" away the afternoon.
(File photo)
Clinton Avret and Lee Smith each of direction confused each quarter
and sprinted off in the wrong
had one interception.
Robert Terrell was the first Eagle endzone before any ofhis teammates
to score against the Worshippers, by could chase him down.
running the opening kickoff back 98
"I think our guys came back after
yards for a touchdown. After last week's loss and really showed
Southern's defense forced a 4th down some character. We all played well,
and 13 for U. of Idle, the special except for Wagner, who we are thinkteams was called on again, but this ing of converting to an offensive
time in the form of the DDT's, led by guard," commented Coach Russell
Don "The Destructor" Norton. Nor- after the Eagles' victory." We have a
ton ran over two linemen to block a big test next week with F.S.U., so
Worshipper punt, which landed in we'll need all our fans and then some
the hands of Hal Radford, who took it extras for support."
in the endzone for Southern's second
Defensive end Darren Alford sums
score.
up the victory best, "I'm happier than
After Everett Sharpe's 62-yard a possum in a melon patch!"
fieldgoal that increased the Eagles'
GSC
UI
lead to 66-6, the University of Idle's
head coach, Ali-Baaba, refused to First downs
3
28
play anymore, stating that their Rushing-yards
71
398
34
321
"Golden Calf" has been embarrassed Passing-yards
9-23-6
21-28-0
Comp-Att
enough.
5-19.7
2-62.5
Punts
The Worshippers did score on 3 Fumbles-lost
3-1
0-0
12-69
3-25
safeties, when trial quarterback Penalties-yards
17:45
Mike Wagner kept getting his sense Time of possession 43:15

Intramural sports at GSC offer the
student friendly competition as well
as the chance to showcase that athletic ability he qr she may not have
been able to use otherwise.
Newly hired intramurals director
Steve Sanders, a 1987 GSC graduate, said team sports and individual
tournaments will be offered this fall
and encourages everyone to participate.
Regular season flag football play
begins Oct. 4, and volleyball starts
Oct. 10. Other events taking place
will include a racquet ball singles
tournament, a golf tournament, and
coed basketball and tennis tournaments, Sanders said.
Sanders emphasized the need to
keep students informed of intramural activities, and said the department is offering a newsletter, "The
Winning Edge", which contains a
calender of all events and entry
dates, upcoming activities and other
information relating to intramurals.
The newsletter can be picked up at
Hanner and other buildings
throughout the campus.
All rules governing intramural
play are the same as last year and are
stated in the Campus Recreation
Intramurals Handbook. Participating students should be familiar with
the handbook which can be found at
the intramural office, Sanders said.

EAGLE SOCCER REVIEW

GSC soccer increase their win total
to six games against only two losses.
The Eagles have been superb at
home with a 4-0 record. They have a
winning record at away games of 2-1
and have a single loss at neutral
sites.
The Eagles began their season
with an impressive 8-1 victory over
Columbus College. The Eagles continue their fast start by outlasting
Coastal Carolina 2-1.
Then the ambitious Eagles met an i
experienced University of North
Carolina team at Chapel Hill and
were defeated 6-0. But to GSC's
credit, they rebounded and beat
Francis Marion 5-0 in the first round
of the Francis Marion Open Tournament.
In the championship game, GSC
was again defeated by a fast, experienced team, Campbell College, 5-1.
GSC then turned its attention to
home, the "Boro and recorded three
, straight "Ws". Augusta College, St.
Leo College and Baptist College all
met defeat by the feet of the Eagles.
Only Augusta managed to score
against the Eagles at home. GSC has
allowed only two scores at the 'Boro
while recording 13 scores of their
own.
As a team on offense, Southernhas
out-scored its opponents 21 -14 while
out-shooting them 143-99. The top
offensive Eagles are midfielders
I Chris Dunlap and Mike Smith, and
i strikers Darryl Watson and Kevin
j Connelly.
Dunlap leads in points with eight
and assists with six. Connelly has
! scored three goals on only 13 shots,
and Smith leads the team in shots
| with 24. Watson has pressed oppos; ing squads with speed and is a threat
to score anytime he has possession.
Defensively, GSC is led by a trio of
hard-working defensemen and goalkeeper Kevin Chambers. Jay Dingbaum, George Stamatakos and
Smithhave displayedhustle and grit
on defensive efforts for the Eagles.
Freshman Chambers has assumed
goal-keeper responsibilities with
three sterling efforts. He has recorded 22 saves with two shut-outs
while allowing five goals. Nathan
, Carey also demonstrated goal-keep; ing excellence with 18 saves and two
i shut-outs against six goals.
GSC has played well to this point,
j but the Eastern Division ofthe TAAC
j holds powerful Stetson, who is 7-0,
! and arch rival Georgia State with
! which to contend. Coach Rafferty's
| squad will face stern tests during the
;
month of October with the divisional
playoffs to be held in Atlanta at the
end of the month. The Eagles must
combine consistent offense with
their current pace on defense to capture their first divisional championI ship in their quest for the TAAC title.

The Top 20
SPORTS NETWORK POLL
Teams
1. Appalachian St. (10).
2. Marshall (1)
3. North Texas (11)
4. Western Illinois
5. Northeast Louisiana
6. Nevada-Reno
7. Montana
8. GEORGIA SOUTHERN
9. New Hampshire
10. Middle Tennessee
11. Furman
12. Idaho
13. William and Mary
14. Lafayette
15. Jackson State
•16. Northern Arizona
17. McNeese State
18. Boise State
19. Western Kentucky
20. Howard

Record Points
3-0
436
4-0
425
2-1
410
4-0
378
3-1
288
3-0
283
4-0
259
3-1
248
3-0
242
3-1
240
3-1
212
2-1
197
3-1
172
3-0
151
2-0-1
128
2-1
108
3-1
93
3-1
87
2-1
80
2-1
70

NCAA POLL
Team
Record Points
1. North Texas (3)
2-1
78
2. Appalachian St. (1)
3-0
77
3. Marshall
4-0
71
4. New Hampshire
3-0
67
Western Illinois
4-0
67
6. Montana
4-0
67
7. Middle Tennessee
3-1
54
8. Lafayette
3-0
50
9. Northeast Louisiana
3-1
46
10. Nevada-Reno
3-0
42
11. GEORGIA SOUTHERN 3-1
36
12. Idaho
2-1
33
William and Mary
3-1
33
14. Western Kentucky
2-1
31
15. Furman
3-1
26
16. Connecticut
2-1
18
17. McNeese State
3-1
17
18. Jackson State'
2-0-1
13
19. Boise State
3-1
7
20. Eastern Kentucky
1-2
5
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Birds of a feather kick together
By Terry Harvin

Sports Editor

"Two birds of a feather, flock together," but sometimes they pause to
kick fieldgoals?
Last spring, David Cool and Mike
Dowis were competing against each
other, both battling to be the successor to All-American Tim Foley as the
number one Eagle fieldgoal kicker.
Throughout the summer the battle
continued, each one getting better
everyday. Who was going step out as
the man for the job? Each one's step
was matched by the other's, and
mutual respect also followed. A clear
decision had to be made by the first
game against Newberry. The pressure was mounting, not only on both
the specialists, but on their coach Dr.
Patrick Spurgeon because he had to
make the call.
Cool, a Stone Mountain High
graduate, is a sophomore business
major, but is considered a freshman

in football because of a red-shirt
year. He participated in two years of
soccer and two years of football,
having most of his success in the
latter of the two. After receiving
"specialist of the week" his junior
year, he began thinking about a future as a college kicker. His senior
year, he was selected to the AllCounty team and was picked as the
"SpecialTeams"MVP. David decided
to try out for his high school team.
"Our kicker was so bad that I figured I give it a try," he said.
He did more than give it a try.
Working out twice a day resulted in
stirring interest in the minds of several college scouts, such as Virginia
Military Institute, The Citadel and
East Carolina. He decided on GSC
because of its winning reputation
and the closeness to home.
Transferring down from Georgia
Tech, Dowis feels right at home havinggraduated from Savannah Country Day where his father is the head
coach. Mike, a junior finance major,

DON'T MISS THE BOAT!
Absolutely the lowest
prices in town for all you
SCREEN PRINTING
needs.
If you find lower
prices somewhere
else, we'll meet
or beat them. Com
see our operation!

MEISEL GRAPHICS

401 S. Main Street, Statesboro, GA 489-8843

S^S^X TAEKWON-DO /0^<
ACADEMY
NOW OPEN
FOR TRAINING

WHAT IS TAE KWON-DO?
Tae Kwon-Do is action philosophy, the Korean art of self-defense. It is a nonviolent art system designed to teach physical and mental discipline with a
deep philosophy.
^ ■•
CLASS COST
$35aa a month
6 days a week
MON - SAT

SELF-CONFIDENCE
WEIGHT CONTROL
MENTAL DISCIPLINE
' STREET SELF-DEFENSE

764-8112 • WINN DIXIE SHOPPING CENTER

GAILEY TROPHY CO.
COLLEGE PLAZA
STATESBORO, GA.

Complete line of GSC CAPS, SHIRTS, Etc.

20% OFF
FRIDAY & SATURDAYS
THRU FOOTBALL SEASON
10-6 M-S

681-1826

++#*$$$$$$$$$$$$$*+#

YOUR COMPLETE HOME & CAR
STEREO STORE

Full one year warranty
on Installations & Equipment

Professional Installations
Available 7 days a week

lh i i film s c w m ci $
Mon.-Sat 10-9, Sun 1-5 • Statesboro Mall • 489-1831

$^^^^^^^^^<

PARKWOOD MOTEL
WE HAVE
lOVERNIGHT PARKING I
Enjoy cable TV and a comfortable
nights stay for a great low

PRICE!

Near Drive-In on Hwy. 301

DELL'S TV INC.

DAVID COOL

MIKE DOWIS

"Between David and Mike,
we have one of the best field
goal kicking combinations in
the country." Doc Spurgeon
is a sophomore in football because he
had to sit out his transfer year.
While in high school, he competed
in three years of varsity football,'
playing kicker, center and a few different defensive positions. His move
back to Statesboro from Atlanta
came not only because he was the
number two kicker at Tech, but because had "tremendous respect for
Coach Russell and always wanted to
play for him." During his high school
career, Mike was selected to the AllCity team twice and played as an
alternate for the Georgia All-Star
team.
When the decision was made by Dr.
Spurgeon and Coach Russell, it was a
surprise to all because it was not
considered in their original plans,
but it was the obvious choice. Mike
would kick all the extra points and
everything inside of 42 yards. David,
on the other hand, would attempt the
kicks 42 yards and out and be responsible for all the kickoffs as well.
What? These two guys, who have
been battling it out since January,
are now going to be working together
in one position? How do they feel
about this decision?
Tm just glad I'm getting the opportunity. I wish I were the kicker,
that's granted, but I think we have a
good system," commented David.
Mike seemed to have a "hunch"
what the decision was going to be.
"It was the obvious decision. Dave
has got a great leg; he's the man for
those long ones," he said.
Together, they have converted on
five fieldgoals out of six attempts, the
longest being a fifty yarder against
UT-Chattanooga. They are perfect
on point-after-touchdowns with fifteen and combined rank second on
the team in scoring with thirty
points.
If they are trying to fill departed
Foley's shoes, they are not off to a bad
start. Dr. Spurgeon knows that GSC
has one of the best kicking combinations in college football, and their
stats seem to support that fact as
well.
After Foley left, Eagle fans did not
know what to expect of the years to
come. The kicker they could always
count on, from twenty-three or sixtythree yards out, was gone. Tensei
moments did not seem to bother him
at all. In a close game, if the team
could just get the ball inside the fifty,
Foley would get at least three points.
Are those days that far in the past?
David and Mike say "No!"
"Raymond Gross is tackled on the
UT-Chattanooga 17 with 18 seconds
on the clock before half, and here
comes Southern's fieldgoal team to
try a 34 yarder before time expires,
Harvin puts the tee down, Crenshaw
to snap, and Dowis taking his steps
back to kick with 5 seconds on the
clock; there are no time-outs left.
Three , two
, there's the snap,
the kick. It's goooooood at the sound
of the buzzer!!!! They did it! Perfect
execution and great concentration by
Mike Dowis with that 34 yard
fieldgoal to put GSC up by 10 at half!"
David and Mike say those days are
not in the past.
"Freshman David Cool being
called upon to attempt a 50 yarder

681 -3505

SS2027W
REMOTE CONTROL
STEREO RECEIVER/MONITOR
SYSTEM 3 HEADPHONE

$

397 oo

Northside Dr. East

that, if converted, would put the
Eagles up 13-0. Chattanooga bringing 10 rushers to try and block the
kick. The Eagle fans are hoping to see
David keep his cool under pressure
and bring back visions of Tim Foley,
the Eagles' All-American kicker for
the past four years. Crenshaw to
snap, Harvin to hold, and Cool getting his first real test bf his career.
There's the snap.... the kick is up....
it's right on target.... its got the distance.... it's gooooood!!!!!!"
What started out as a battle, has
concluded in team work. Not that
they still do not battle each other;
just more respect is involved, and
both realize they have a job to do.
"Two birds of a feather, flock together," and they sometimes pause
to kick fieldgoals?

TACOS

WINDSOR
VILLIAGE
GEORGIA AVE.
DEUVERY

681-1685
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LUNCH SPECIAL
ONE JUMBO TACO 990

|fl*W

Gourmet Burgers
Mexican Specialties
Salads, Subs, Hot Wings
Croissant Sandwiches
And Much More!

It has been a long day, and

Tt1URSE>E>AY'S 1

IS HAPPENING! I

THURSDAY'S «
SOUTHERN'S PARTY HEADQUARTERS

Chandler Road
next to Stadium

o *

tonight it is time to cut loose. No
boring evenings sitting around.
Tonight — you want to go
where the music is fast,
the lights are bright,
and the people...
are looking good.

Jffi

!

764-9886
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3 DAY
: MOVIE
! RENTAL

OPEN AT
6:00 P.M. 1
MON-SAT 1

Now Serving Food! 1

THURSDAY'S
1
Reminds you.,. Have a Good Time, I
But DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!
1

i

1

10

w George-Anne ETC
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ACROSS

1
6
12
14
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
27

15

H

Soccer

Oarsman
Whittled
Column part
Was of help
Excess supply
Beach, Fla.
Uncommon
Wise lawgiver
Put in storage
Turkish title
Teacher's

48
49
50
52
54
55
57

Suffix: native of
Tennis replays
Bowling establishment
Garden worker
Garden apparatuses
African antelopes
Betty
"Beverly Hillbillies" actor
Winery employee
Wooded areas
French islands
Mr. Lapham
Dutch painter

m

loss for
words
Welcome
Ballplayer Traynor
Sheet music
symbol
Made a choice
Give up
Bride of Dionysus
Spread hearsay

59 Lured
60 Lincoln's concern
61 Get out, in
baseball
62 English metropolis
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

Does damage
Do doctor's work
Telegram
Greek letter
Joplin output
Author of "In
Cold Blood"
7 English river
8 L.A. athlete
9 Celebrities

10
11
12
13
15
20
26
27
28
29

"There would be immediate beneficiaries with any raise in our budget,
specifically advanced research and
teaching," said Henry.
According to Henry, changes in
tuition costs and admission standards were not included in the proposal.
Henry said athletic programs and
other student organizations would
remain independent from those of
satellite campuses.
In addition, the proposal did not
specify an official university title.
Instead, said Henry, the plan requested the words "Georgia" and
"Southern" be included in the title.

Delight
Signified
Gables, Fla.
Fierce feline
Widows' takes
Camera part
Cults
Sly looks
Tower (Chicago)
Severe

31 John or Jane
33 General Light-Horse
Harry
35 Straw hats
36 Headdresses
37 Transformer
38 Along the ocean
39 "Tortilla
"
40 Like some shirts
41 Certain pitches
44 Obstruct
46 Like some hotels
51 Tightly drawn
52 Unique thing
53 Tedious
54 Inlet
56 Roman 601
58 Busch or West

GET MOONSTRUCK!

Discover the feel good movie that all America's talking about.

See Puzzle Solution
Page 11
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Continued from page 8
Kevin Chambers recorded another
shutout and three more saves.
Sophomore Jay Dingbaum and senior midfielder Mike Smith exhibited
hustling defense.
Exceptional play by the defense
and poor shot selection by Baptist
College preserved the win for the
Eagles in the second half.
After this successful homestand,
during which Southern won all three
outings, the Eagles begin a tough
schedule of TAAC Eastern division
foes. The three home games attracted good crowds, but Coach Rafferty and the Eagles would welcome
more at the next Eagle home game on
Tuesday, Oct. 4 against USC-Aiken.

Saturday Oct. 8 — 8:00 p.m.
Sundat Oct. 9 — 8:00 & 10:00
Biology Lecture Hall — $1.00 adm.

Presented by:
CAB

-JJ>

ROMEO'S RULES THURSDAY NIGHTS

FREE DELIVERY
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Great Pizza! Great Subs!
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Check Out For Our Specials Thursday Nights!
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Come Say Hi To C.J.!
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ft*** 681-6744

With This Coupon
Limit One Per Customer

#5 University Plaza

1
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RENTALS

FREEMEMBERSHIP
MON-THUR

VCR & 2 MOVIES $5.95
NEXT TO WINN-DIXIE

.
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tNAWeeK/NOTdAP
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HOME AWAY FROM HOME

'K(6HCSA{fSMILO.*'m6
SAMe FOLKS WHO PROUOHT
YOU NAFHLM, CIA ASSASSIN
6QUAPS ANP ARMS SALSS
TO KHOMeiMr

FREE RESERVATIONS

VISA

764-9117

ALSO ACCEPTING
AMERICAN
EXPRESS
DINERS CLUB
CARTE BLANCHE

(1-1/2 BLOCK FROM GA. SOUTHERN COLLEGE ON HWY 301 & 25)
458 S. MAIN
STATESBORO, GA

J

PCABLC'S (KAT PA1E SALE

Bold Beauty. Dare to try a brilliant new

fflWfflfl

>ICK A PAIR OF GLASSES. \«*fe.
GET A SECOND PAIR,, 'mL

n

look. Choose from over 30 high intensity
colors from Cafe Nights to Electric Lights.
Express yourself in a rainbow of color

■ FREE GLASSES

accents for eyes, cheeks, lips and nails.
Let. us show you the exclusive excitement
of Spirited Brights.

mERLE noRmnn STUDIO

College Plaza • (912) 681-3870 • Statesboro, Georgia 30458

r-

Sideways Wednesday Two for One

Buy One Sandwich get One for 1/2 Price!
Expires 1116188

L.

^

• AARP DISCOUNT
• DIRECT DIAL RM PHONES
• COLOR CABLE TV
• FREE HBO MOVIES
• TRUCK PARKING IN REAR
• ROOM CONTROLLED HEAT AND AIR
CONDITIONING
• RESTAURANTS NEXT DOOR
• 24 HOUR DESK AND TELEPHONE SERVICE

V

Free.

II

V%V

-I

I Buy a complete pair of glasses at regular price and get a second pair (same I
I prescription) free from our tagged Great Pair Collection.

I Offer includes most single vision and bifocal prescriptions. Some lens restrictions apply. Valid
■ through November 30,1988 at participating Pearles.
• Minimum first pair purchase $75 • Tints, UV and No-Scratch Coatings are available at regular
■ cost • Complete glasses include frames and lenses • Coupon must be presented at time of order
• No other discounts apply
X
T^-^.
ft<-» Hours:
Hi>»
:v-- <~>f
Office
offii
I NOBODY CARES FOR EYES
9:30-5:30 Mon-Sat
; j 9-JOV
vision
center
MORE THAN PEARLE.
J *H17: 30 on Thursday

I
■
I
I

(PEARLE

Urn..................J

ft.

Pearle Vision Center • College Plaza * 681-2741
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NOTICES/PERSONALS

World Food Day 1988. October 16-17. Help in
the fight against world hunger. Be a part of
this year's activities. Check out the flyers
around campus.
Death Row Prisoner, Caucasian male, age 42,
desires correspondence with either either
male or female college students. Wants to
form a friendly relationship and more or
less just exchange past experiences and
ideas. Will answer all letters and exchange
pictures If interested, write to Jim Jeffers,
P. O. Box b-38604, Florence, Arizona
85232.
Bioscience Club Fall Cookout. Wednesday,
October 12, 5:00 p. m. $2.00. parking lot
beside Biology Building. Everyone invited.
Free Cleaning! Do you need your dorm room
or fraternity house cleaned? If you do, call
Jenny at 681-2797.
Call about Aerobics classes being offered at
Golden Girls Dance Center. 489-1552.
Imelda—How many shoes now? Only a few to
the mountains, OK? — Love, Ferdinand.
Starlight - you are about to become the person
I know hidden in your shell wants to be —
soon. — Love, R.

BUSINESS SERVICES

No. 1 Eagle Typing Service. Why waste studying time typing? Done on IBM word processor. $1.50 per page. Call Ginny, 681-4472.

^George-Anne C

For Quick and reliable typing services call
Ron and Eddy at 681-7307 for only $1.00
per page. Well type and proofread your
next assignment.

HELP WANTED

HIRING! Government jobs — your area.
$15,000 — $68,000. Call (602) 838-8885.
Ext. 5920.
Marketing firm seeks person to work p/t or V
t marketing credit cards to students on
campus. Flexible hours earn between
$90.00 - $150.00/day. Call 1-800-732-0528
ext. 25.
The Office Lounge is now taking applications
for part-time waiters call M-F after 3:00 p.
m. for appointment. We are also accepting
applications for part-time disc jockey. Call
same times for appointment.
Applications are now being accepted for the
Public Relations position on the College
Activities Board (CAB). Interested students may apply in Room 289 Rosenwald.
Deadline is October 12, 1988. Minorities
are encouraged to apply.

FOR SALE

For sale: Twin size mattress/spring set (Posturepedic); also, two window air conditioners. Call 681-6378 after 5 p.m.
Chesapeake Bay retrievers, AKC, two females left, call after 6 p.m. 1-685-4936.
For sale: Queen size sleeper sofa, call 6811190. Orange and green floral print.

Harvo

News Briefs

Continued from page 8
realize how many hearts you have event gives the Olympics a black eye,
messed with by using the drug? Not and that's all people remember it for,
only did you probably emotionally from boycotts to drugs. What will
hurt your mother and your family, plague these games next? One good
but the people of Canada who were thing has come out of the Johnson/
cheering you on to victory only to see Steroids episode in the Olympics —
you fall in the end. Canada hasn't the IOC will not tolerate drugs of any
had a gold medal in track since the kind, and they will be strong in their
early 60's, and you were their medal regulations governing the athletes in
winner. What about the youth the future.
Hey, Ben, I'm sorry that something
around the world who wished they
could run just like Ben Johnson? which you probably thought was no
What do we tell them? "You can ifyou big deal made such an impact on so
shoot up with steroids and get some many people. I'm sure you learned by
nation to sponsor you."
your mistake; now let us hope that
Every year, some disappointing other athletes have as well.

w...m*/WHO*/
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c* iwitnves oven

THCRB WALKING BY
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Bloom
George-Anne

FOR RENT

Cool Classifieds

Students: Due to cancellations, we now have
a two-bedroom apartment at Hawthorne
Court. Available now. 681-1166 or 6814197.

Male roommate needed for Stadium Walk
Apartment. Inexpensive. Call 681-6487.

Puzzle Solution
From Page 10

George-Anne
681-5418
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Most churches ask you to...believe
Unitarian-Universalists ask you to..think.
Join us Sunday, 7:30 P.M.
for fellowship and discussion

First Bulloch Bank
Statesboro Mall
Public Meeting Room
11 ii i i i i i 11 i 111 r

Applications are now being accepted for
the Public Relations position on the
College Activities Board (CAB). Interested
students may apply in Room 289 Rosenwald.

Deadline is October 12,1988.
Minorities are encouraged to apply.

Mon. thru Thurs.

10-12
3-7

MATH

Mon. thru Thurs.

12-6
7-9

Contact Mrs. Carole Brown
at 681-5269

Super Coupon
Good In College Plaza Store Only,

Super Coupon
p^os

Oood In College Plaza f lore Only.

On The
Purchase Of

Any
Sub Sandwich

WITH THIS COUPON 'A
WITH THIS COUPON LIMIT ONE PER SHOPPING
fAMIlt REDEEMABLE SUNDAY. OCT 2. THRU
SATURDAY. OCT 8. 1988

WITH THIS COUPON UMIT ONE PER SHOPPING
FAMILY REDEEMABLE SUNDAY. OCT 7. THRU
SATURDAY, OCT 8. 1988.

Fresh

**

Freshly* Made

Large
Submarine
Sandwiches
Roast Beef, Ham Or Turkey

Freshly
Made
Sandwiches

Each

99«
2/*5

Pizzas

. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

16 OZ.

Coca Cola
WITH THIS COUPON $
WITH THIS COUPON UMIT ONE PER SHOPPING
FAMILY REDEEMABLE SUNDAY. OCT 2, THRU
SATURDAY. OCT. 8. 1988

-

"*^

Prices Effective Sunday, October 2,
Thru Saturday, October 8, 1988

12-Inch

2/*5

Freshly Made
Hoagie
Sandwiches

129

Each

| 59

Pepperoni, Cheese Or Ground Beef
et

Freshly Made
in-Store
Pizza

12-Inch Pepperoni, Cheese Or
Dr Ground Beef

Freshly Made
in-store
Pizza

P609

32 Oz. Pepperoni Or Combination

WITH THIS COUPON A

^^

Good In College Plata Store Only.
With The Purchase Of
Any Sub Sandwich
Or Fresh Made Pizza

Freshly Made

p£07

On The
Purchase Of

I 50«0ff 50* Off

Super Coupon

Deluxe
in-Store
Pizza

Good Only In Our College Plaza
piggly wiggly Location.

For information call 764-9426 or 681-2308
I I i I I I I i i i i i i i i i mi

READING AND STUDY SKILLS

Ground Floor of the Henderson Library

oo

Any Fresh
Made Pizza

LB 8001

Mon. and Wed. 1-5,7-9
Tues. and Thurs. 1-3,7-9

Try Our
Eagle
Feast

Female roommate needed immediately. Rent
$100 per month. Large, nice, partially furnished apartment. Please call Suzanne at
489-1211. Soon.
MALE roommates (two needed) to share 3
bedroom trailer. 681-6017,

Our classified are
the best deal in town.
They can't help but be...
they are FREE!

ENGLISH COMPOSITION

For A Taste Of Home

ROOMMATES
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THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION is looking

Georgia Southern
Students!

WANT TO BUY Pre-1980 Baseball cards.
Will pay cash. Call 925-9236 in Savannah.

J

FIFTY DOLLARS WILL BE
AWARDED by the SGA for a. new
and original logo that does not resemble the old "wings are us" emblem or include the official GSC eagle
logo. Anyone interested should stop
by their office located in Williams
Center on the second floor, for more
information or call 681-5631.

Welcome

WANTED

STATESBORO MALL

for a student with advanced public
relations and communication skills
to serve as SGA Publicity Coordinator. The position pays $3.35 hourly
and requires 5-10 hours weekly.

FREE TUTORING FALL QUARTER
LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER

For sale: Commodore 64 drive, keyboard, and
other software. $200 negotiable. Call 7648427 and ask for Kimbcrly.

L

THE ANNUAL FACULTYSTAFF HEALTH FAIR will again
offer free health screenings and
appraisals Oct. 12 in Hanner Fieldhouse from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. The
fair will include tests for glaucoma,
tendon flexibility, hypertension and
cholesterol analysis, body fat composition, health risk analysis and
stress appraisals. For further information, call the School of Health and
Professional Studies at 681-5322.

Read

COUllty Only In

1987 White Firebird Formula. 764-8754.
Excellent condition.
Netherland Dwarf Bunnies for sale. 6816226.

11

LASSIFIED

. WE ACCEPT U. S. 0. A. FOOD STAMPS

2/$5

Pepperoni Or Combination Fresh
resh Express

TwinPack
Pizzas

6-Inch

. NO SALES TO DEALERS . NO CASE LOTS SOLD

12

y.

^Cjeorge-Anne

4.78
Sale

•

^

^^

Bold 3 Detergent

• 147 Ounces • Cleans, softens and
controls static

THURSDAY, October 6,1988

3.96 2.17

Sale

Sale

Listerine Mouthwash

each
Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion

Pack

Sale
Gillette ® Good News Razors
• 12 Count • Regular, Pivot, Plus or Pivot Plus

Sale Each

Gillette Right Guard
Deordorant or Anti-Perspirant
• Choose from 10 ounce deordorant or 6 ounce
anti-perspirant

Sale

Sale

fc, for

Extra Strength Tylenol Caplets

I ■ f ^# Each
Downy Fabric Softener

5.28

20 Ounces • Choose from Regular, Aloe,
Extra Strength or Sensitive Skin

• 48 Ounces

Sale

• 125 Caplets

1 73

• 64 Ounces • Choose from SunRinse or
April Fresh scents

O

Colgate Pump Toothpaste

• 6.4 Ounces • Regular, Tartar Control,
Winterfresh and Tartar Control Winterfresh Gel

Sale Each

Sale

JOHNSON'S
Baby Oil Mousse
• 5.75 Ounces • Moisturizes with no
greasy feeling

Head & Shoulders Shampoo
• 18 Ounces • Normal to Oily or Normal to
Dry

You Won't Find A Better Value
Common Sense Bath Ensemble. Choose from 16 exciting colors. All cotton.
JQ EVERYDAY

Hand Towels

2 For

$

5

\3 Bath Towel
Wash Cloths
.....2 For ^3
Common Sense Bath Rugs. Coordinates with bath ensemble. DuPont nylon with
non-skid backing. Machine washable.

4.97

EVERYDAY
pack

General Electric®
• No. FAM-294
12 Pack Soft White Light Bulbs
• Contains 3 four packs • 40, 60, 75 or 100 watt

/*

ZPacks^»jQai0
""For
%^oaie
Irish Spring 4 Pack Bar Soap
" Five ounce bars

69.96

Cobra ® Trapshooter Radar Detector
• Responds to X and K band radar • Audio and visual alarms
• Visor or dash mount • No. RD-2110

4

EVERYDAY

<N^

1 ^

3

nr Packs ^^#
HWks^O

QK

| ^a^^
CONAIR ® 1500 Watt Hair Dryer
• 2 Speeds • 4 Heat Settings • No. 087W

$

—v

Sale

Wrigley's Plen-T-Pak Gum
• 17 Stick packs • Doublemint, Spearmint, Big
Red or Juicy Fruit

Universal
Q Q^
Lid Cover ............ «5.<7D

Wal-Mart Twin Pack Paper Towels
o?2 Two-ply sheets • 132 Square Feet •
11x9 inch sheet size • Decorative design

Special Purchase

'Packs for

5f\f%. EVERYDAY
\Jk Uf\ 21x34 Inch Rug or
m ^Jf ^J 21x24 Inch Contour Rug

Nut and Cashew Assortment
• 10-11 Ounce cans • Choose Fancy Mixed Nuts, Honey Roasted Whole
Cashews, or Fancy Whole Cashews

EVERYDAYi^^u

7.96

Ankle/Wrist Weights
• Five pound weight •
Adjustable straps fit
any size • Condura ®
nylon construction

49.96

EVERYDAY

Special Purchase

19.96

Royal Sound ® AM/FM Casette Stereo
• On/off switch • Volume control • Fast Forward/eject button
• No. RS1200

$4

Set

Special Purchase

5 Piece Reheatabie Storage Set
• Set includes 1 each: 192 ounce meat saver, 62 ounce casserole and 24 ounce sandwich keeper •
Also includes two 42 ounce uprights (for vegetables) • Slate or Mauve colored lids included • No.
13909 While Quantities Last

DP® Incline Legiift Bench
• 1 1/2 inch square tubing frame
• Heavy duty construction •
Legiift and adjustable back
support
•No. 11-0340
____

FrtforUfe

Hours: 9-9 M-S • 12-6 Sun

Statesboro Mall

